Student Success Model

- Core Team and college community provide input to IEC on topics recommended to study
- Data & analysis from college reports and previous Task Forces inform IEC discussion

- IEC uses evidence from analysis of student data to select from recommended topics
- IEC submits recommendation to Core Team for specific topics to undergo Task Force research
- Core Team selects topics for Task Force research

- A Task Force is formed for each research topic
- Call for expert employees & students, including key campus data experts
- Task Force meets and selects chair

- Select and review literature
- Gather and review college and other relevant data

- Task Force drafts report and presents to Core Team
- Evidence from data and scholarly literature
- Core Team selects projects for implementation

- Call for expert employees & students
- Review the study, implement and evaluate outcomes

- Maintain communication with Core Team regarding implementation process
- Present outcome to Core Team and the College Community

Each phase of the task force process may be active during an academic year with progress monitored through the Core Team.